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Bruce Amberger…………….President

“Sometimes we are lucky enough to know that our lives
have been changed, to discard the old, embrace the new
and run headlong down an immutable course. It
happened to me on that summer’s day, when my eyes
were opened by the sea.”

Greg Arsenault……………...Treasurer

Jacques-Yves Cousteau

2013 O FFICERS & B OARD

OF DIRECTO RS !

Trish Kolebeck…………..….Secretary
Steve Roquemore………...Programs

Cheryl Amberger…………...Newsletter

Ken Kollwitz…………..…Dive Coordinator

Norm Deatherage…………...Environment

BJ Rogers.………………..Membership

Dahlia Luria…………………Education

Rick Dalven………………Website

Adam Crown……………….Special Events

Contact the board: info@whalersdiveclub.com
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March 2013 PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Hello Whalers,
Spring is just around the corner and the weather is giving signs of starting to warm up. As it
does, check out all of the activities that are being offered through the Whalers Dive Club.
A great place to do this is in the newsletter of course, and also on the web site. However, very
soon, when you go to the web site, you will notice a big change. That change being a new web
site. In an effort to make it more user friendly, more intuitive, and easier to set-up and maintain, Rick has been looking into new options. This new web site will have the same address as
previously, but there will be much more going on. Rick has set-up various sections on the site so
anything you are looking for will be easier to find. There will also be a Member’s Section accessible only to current members. You will be able to renew your membership, update your information, sign-up for events, and much more. It will be announced when this will go live, so keep an
eye open. It won’t be long.
Another event happening this Spring is the SCUBA Fair. It’s back for a second year. This will be
happening on Saturday, May 4th, so save the date. It will again be taking place in the West Valley Christian Church parking lot. All of the retail vendors that were there last year will be back,
along with some new ones too. Gather up all of your used (or new) gear you no longer want taking
up space in your garage, and bring it to the SCUBA Fair to sell. Everyone that did this last year
had great success and were quite happy with the outcome. There will be much more information
about this coming out very soon, so stay tuned.
We’re looking for someone to head-up our annual chili cook-off on the July 13th beach clean-up.
Please let me know if you are interested.
Again, check out the Newsletters, the new web site, and come to the meeting for all of the latest goings on. See you Wednesday.
Bruce

www.whalersdiveclub.com
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M ARCH 2013
Sun

3

Mon

4

Tue

5

Wed

6

Thu

7

Fri

Sat

1

2

8

9

General
Meeting
Guest Speaker:
Grant Graves

Dive: On the
Peace to Santa
Cruz Backside

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Board
Meeting

Divers Day at
the Aquarium
of the Pacific
9:00—5:00

Weilers Deli in
Canoga Park

24

25

26

27

28

29

30
Hike
To the Grotto
at Circle X
Ranch 10:00

31
Whaler Boat Dives for April & May
Sunday, April 7: Explorer to Santa Cruz and the wreck of the Spirit of America
Saturday April 27: Peace to San Miguel (Currently Sold Out/Waiting List Only)
Saturday May 11th: Peace to Santa Barbara Island

To reserve your spot on boat dives, call Ken at 805-469-7288. For more detailed information, visit the
CIDA website at http://channelislandsdivedventures.com
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What an incredible meeting we had in February. Thirty-seven Whalers and friends of the Whaler’s

Dive Club attended this meeting. We had an excellent speaker, thanks to the Program Coordinator—
Steve Roquemore, and the attitude in the room was filled with enthusiasm at the positive direction the
Club is going. Be sure to mark your calendar and attend our next meeting on March 6th. Currently

there are fifty-three paid members. As I have mentioned, my plan this year is to increase membership
and I need your help. Please bring a certified diver (one that has not been to the club before) to the
monthly meeting and you and your guest will each receive a free opportunity drawing ticket. The Club
is a great place to meet other divers, participate in annual group international travel, stay updated on

current events and regulations impacting the diving community, and to participate and socialize in dive
and non-diving activities. All skill levels are welcome.
Please welcome the following new member to the club: Cynthia Dugger and a thank
you to the following members for their renewal and continued support. Ken Kollwitz,
Simon Shapiro, Eva Barthel; and a welcome back to Michael Herrera and
Charles Pincus

March Whaler Birthdays—Elaine Bern, Marilyn Deatherage, and J.J. Rogers

Congratulations to the following Opportunity Drawing Winners:
Aloha Dive Shop Nitrox Card: Patty Chan
Ladies Sterling Silver Star Fish Earings: B.J. Rogers
Whaler’s t-Shirt: Shelly Bern
Sla4—BJ’s Restaurant Mugs: Greg Arsenault
Wet Suit Traveling Hanging Garment Bag: Bruce Amberger
2013 Tide Calendar and Mountain High 2 for 1 Lift Ticket: Keith Biondi

A big thank you: Aloha Divers, Charles Pincus, and Marilyn Deatherage for their donation to the opportunity drawing prizes in February.

www.whalersdiveclub.com
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January……………………Sheri Bauer from Scubagearreports.com
February…………………..Jonathan Hanks on LA Wrecks
March……………………… Grant Graves on free diving
April………………………..JT Sprouse on Ventura Search & Rescue

Thank you Jonathan Hanks for
February’s wonderful
presentation
on
LA Wrecks!

Please note that due to unforeseen scheduling conflicts, the dates and/or speakers for
our Distinguished Speaker Series can change. Please check the monthly newsletters,
website, and emails.
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at
West Valley Christian Church
22450 Sherman Way
West Hills, CA 91307
One half block west of Shoup

Raffle Prizes:
Scuba Gear
Clothing
Dive Trips
And much more...

·

New & Used SCUBA Gear for Sale
and other related items

·
·

Local Area Dive Shops
Rum Raggie Clothing (As seen at
the SCUBA Show)

·

Training Classes

If you have gear to sell, visit
our Web Site to sign up for
available spots!

The SCUBA Fair Organizer:
Whalers Dive Club Los Angeles

Free to the Public!
www.whalersdiveclub.com
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Cast of Characters:
Dive Master Candidates
B.J. Rogers
Patty Chan
Dive Master:
Steve Roquemore
Instructor:
Dahlia Luria
Experience participants are three Afghanistan War disabled veterans:
Coy
Todd
Courtney
Discover Scuba Diving is exactly what the name suggests, experience of the underwater realm in a
safe and confined environment. The orientation was conducted at the Los
Alamitos Joint Armed Forces Base.
We truly looked forward to conducting the program and didn’t know what to
expect. As it turned out, we were rewarded with a real-life experience none of
us would soon forget. Our participants were ready and willing, having elected
to enrich their post-traumatic lives with the calm and serenity of the underwater world. They made our efforts worthwhile and contributed to the successful conclusion of our program. They were a quick study, performing the skills required and generally following our instructions.
After ironing out some glitches, each of them took a swim to the deep part of the pool where they could
experience buoyancy control, mask clearing and proper underwater swim.
The Disabled Veterans Program has never integrated a real discover Scuba experience before; the participants were excited and decided to go on with their
training while we could not stop talking about it. We were all glad to have contributed to their decision to continue training and at the same time give something back to these men who have given so much.
We are now looking forward to sharing their first open water dives with them
and I bet for them and us, it would feel like an old friends reunion. B.J. Patty, and I thank Steve for his
handling of the logistics which enabled us to be a part of such a great endeavor.
As submitted by Dahlia Luria
Pictures provided by Steve Roquemore

www.whalersdiveclub.com
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D EER C REEK : B EACH C LEAN -U P
The club adopted this
beach on September 23,
1989. Our goal has been
to clean up the beach 3
times a year. The Board
has selected: May 25,
July 27, & the official
state Adopt-A-Beach
Costal Clean-Up day is
September 21. Come
one & all; bring family,
friends, and potential
club members. Trash
pick-up and dive start at
9:00AM.

We have official Adoption Papers for this
beach to

Preserve, Protect,
& Enhance the coast.
There are no facilities,
but bags and a PortaPotty will be provided.
Bring food, drink,
gloves, sturdy shoes,
and your beach dive
gear. Any questions?
Call Norm at 818-3486444.

Directions: Deer
Creek Beach is approximately 2 miles north of
the LA/Ventura County
line on Pacific Coast
Highway (HWY1). From
the Ventura Freeway
north, take Kanan Road
west (left) to PCH, turn
right. Deer Creek is
signed (where the
highway is only two
lanes).

Picture Source:
www.shorediving.com

www.whalersdiveclub.com
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When: July 25-28, 2013 (Thursday-Sunday)
Where: Jade Cove/Plaskett Creek
This is a trip that Ken has been doing for quite a while. The last time
he organized this trip, there were approximately 40 people spread
out over 8-10 campsites. Some went diving and most searched the
beach for jade or just hung out and had fun. Some have stayed in the
Cambria area and drove up to meet the group and stay Saturday
evening for the BIG potluck. Whalers, you can make a reservation
now at the Plaskett Creek campground and the nice thing is it does
not fill up as fast as a state park.
For further information, visit the CIDA website at:
http://channelislandsdiveadventures.com/cida-2011-boat-tripschedule/mini-vacations-events

www.whalersdiveclub.com
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Grant began freediving at a very young age while growing up in Malibu, CA. He realized if he
caught fish his parents would buy him gear. So, the cycle began. Get better at free diving and
catching fish, get more and better gear. Scuba eventually took over.
While shooting a freediving segment in Grand Cayman for the Aquanauts
television series on Animal Planet, Grant experienced a shallow water blackout. He decided he had abused his freediving for long enough. He consequently went about hosting a Performance Free Diving clinic in Malibu. During this clinic he began his interest in organized freediving. He continued his
association with Kirk helping to host clinics.
When the USAA was formed, Grant was asked to participate on the original
board. He has been serving ever since. Via working with Kirk Krack, he became an AIDA Judge. After participating as a judge in multiple competitions,
world records, and judges training clinics Grant earned the rating of AIDA International Judge Level A Instructor.
Grant’s primary interest in organized freediving is in athlete development and
deep diving support. He continues to participate in judging activities. As president, he continues to be focused on growing freediving in the United States, building the USAA as an organization, and supporting the members of the USAA in their desires and
growth as freedivers.
Grant is a PADI Course Director, training instructors to teach scuba
diving. He is also a television director working
primarily on water related productions. He continues his work to encourage and engaged people
to participate and feel connection to the water.

Article and picture source: www.usfreediving.org

www.whalersdiveclub.com
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Where: The Grotto at Circle X Ranch, Santa Monica Mtns
Date: Saturday, March 30, 2013
Time: Meet at the trailhead at 10:00AM
Directions to trailhead: Take Hwy 1 to Yerba Buena Rd.
(where Neptune’s Net is) then up about five miles to the
Circle X Ranch. There are 2 parking areas, an upper & lower. There are flush toilets at the upper
and outhouses at the lower just at the start of the trailhead.
The Hike: The Grotto Trail hike is about 3.5 miles round trip with an elevation gain of about
650 feet and takes about 2 hours round trip. Dogs are allowed on the
trail, BUT not the last ¼ mile, whick is the best part, so maybe it is
best to leave Fido at home.
The Grotto, at the end of this trail, is a maze of large boulders in a
sheer, narrow gorge formed by landslides. The West Fork of the
Arroyo Sequit flows through the caves and caverns of the Grotto,
creating cascades and pools. It is an easy hike to the Grotto, but can
be difficult scrambling down and around the rocks to see the lower falls.
Come join the club on a fun hike and bring the family. Hikes are a great way to get to know
other club members much better and maybe a chance to meet some new dive buddies.

Future Hikes…
April 13-Mishe Mokwa Trail
May 26-TBA

June 30-TBA
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Freediving is a form of diving where unlike scuba diving where one uses a regulator and air tank, does not
incorporate breathing under water. Instead, when freediving you take your breath above the surface of the
water, then descend and dive on that single breath. The reasons for taking up freediving can vary, from one
attempting to be more in harmony with the natural environment to the desire for competition.
Freediving began originally as a w ay for the human species to catch seafood to eat and through the centuries
has changed into much more. Freediving nowadays is often associated with record breaking, and has become a
sport for many.
Unlike scuba diving which requires an air tank, regulator, BCD etc—
freediving consists of the bare minimal, usually only consisting of a mask and
fins. Sometimes free divers use what is known as a monofin, much like that of
the fictitious mermaids tail, this gear item is one large fin which fits onto both
feet simultaneously and allows for more propulsion under water.
Rewards of Freediving:
There are certain places in the world where scuba diving is forbidden and only
snorkeling and freediving may be performed, and as luck would have it many of these sites have some great
experiences to offer. Being able to freedive these areas comfortably and explore the reefs really allows one to
appreciate the ability to freedive. In Tofu, Mozambique you have the opportunity to freedive with whale
sharks and in the Bahamas, the ability to freedive with numerous dolphins.
You may ask, “Why freedive when I can just scuba dive?’ and the answer is simple, “freedom”.You will not experience the same feeling of freedom in scuba diving as you do in freediving, the ability to travel light, carrying only a pair of fins and a mask, the ability to just dive into the water and enjoy the reef or marine life.
There is also something liberating in being under the water at depths not usually performed by the average
swimmers and not having the weight of a tank on your back. Not to take anything away from scuba diving,
freediving is definitely no replacement for the wrecks and deep walls that can be explored while scuba diving,
but it certainly is a handy trade to hold along with your scuba diving abilities.
Competitive Freediving:
Even in the competitive arena, for the most part freediving is very much a personal sport. While there are biannual World Championships which allow for team freediving, where a team’s score is combined to determine a winner—usually a diver competes by him or herself to achieve the best result. Another competitive
arena for freediving is the elusive world record. Many free divers attempt to become the best by trying to set
a new world record in freediving, primarily the world record for the deepest free dive.
Article and Picture Source: www.divetime.com

www.whalersdiveclub.com
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Interested in reading more about free diving? Here are
some suggested books...

Learn all about recent advancements in diving at
the Aquarium of the Pacific’s twelfth annual Divers
Day. There will be educational presentations, live
demonstrations, and more. The Aquarium will also
host several organizations that are related to the
sport and science of diving. The diving community is invited to find
out about volunteer diving and other opportunities for involvement
with dive-related organizations in Southern California. Divers who
present valid proof of certification with their photo I.D. will receive
free admission.
www.whalersdiveclub.com
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We are soon implementing a new web site with many new features:
●Member information and profiles kept online and instantly updatable
●Automated email notification and reminders of special events
●Fully integrated with PayPal for on-line payments, and payment tracking
●Private “member only” areas with content not available to the public
And more...stay tuned!

www.whalersdiveclub.com
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MEMBERSHIP
Membership rates: Initial—$30; Renewal—$25; Family
(New) - Initial $40; Renewal $35. A Family Membership is
for members living in the same household/address where a
certified diver member lives. Be sure to join us for great
programs, super diving, good food, and wonderful friends!
We encourage you to attend the General Meetings and as
many Dives, Events, and Trips as possible.
Please mail dues to :

Whalers Dive Club, Inc.
P.O. Box 4283
West Hills, CA 91308-4283

Or….you can now renew your membership online. Just go
to www.whalersdiveclub.com and scroll down to the membership link.

Whalers We all receive enough junk mail. As a non-profit organization, we adhere to certain privacy rules,
including protecting the email addresses of our membership. The use of the Whaler’s mailing list is
to distribute club related information to the membership. If you would like to send a general announcement to the full membership, please send it to any of the board members (http://
www.whalersdiveclub.com/contact/contact.htm) and we will be happy to redistribute it if it’s appropriate to club business. We make every attempt to “hide” the email addresses of our membership
when sending mass mailings. Also, please do not share email addresses from our published Buddy
List with any non-member. Although your political, religious, and social viewpoints are important,
and jokes and YouTube videos can be funny, these certainly do not fall into the category of club business.
Thank You,
Whaler’s Board
www.whalersdiveclub.com

